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Outline

Transient search:

standard pipeline

short-term variability: 
bayesian block

 long-term transients: 
data stacking

multiwavelength identification:

EP reference catalog

astronomical databases

multiwavelength analysis

 follow-up observations

 ........



standard pipeline

source detect

known source: 
WXT known source list

ref: 
EP reference catalog

no-match:
transient & burst ....

X-ray catalogs transients & bursts



standard pipeline

>15 transients reported so far, more are coming...... 

more than 20 GCN & ATel



Detecting short-term transients

✴ 1. Rebin WXT event files with a binsize of 30 pixel (= 5 arcmin; ~ WXT PSF) along 
DETX & DETY

✴ 2. Repeat the binning by shifting the grid by 15 pixel (1/2 binsize) along each 
dimension; for each unbinned event list we have 2x2 binned event list

✴ 3. For each pixel (in the rebinned event list), perform Bayesian block analysis to 
search short-term transients if number of events >= 6 

✴ Bayesian block: find the optimal segmentation of the data; in each segmemts the 
count rate is constant

from W.D Zhang’s slide



short-term variability
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Fainter sources: data stacking

LEIA-WXT results



Fainter sources: data stacking 

exptime = 55000 s
flux: ~2x10^-12 erg/s/cm2



Long-term varibility: ‘aperture photometry’

source: 5 arcmin circle
background: annulus- 10arcmin to 20 arcmin

input:
coordinates: ra, dec
start and end time
time interval
significance threshold 

output:
long-term light curve



Long-term varibility: aperture photometry



multiwavelength identification
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GCN/ATel/TNS....
Follow-up observations



Li et al. 2022

stellar flare GRB

refre to J.W. Hu’s talk for EP-WXT results

EP-WXT stellar flare list: > 150

multiwavelength identification



Summary

Transient search:

standard pipeline: in single observation, report more than 15 transients

short-term variability: within the observation

 long-term transients: merge different observations,
monitoring TDEs, nearby galaxies
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Follow-up observations


